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ENSC0TT STATION

Aurora - Spectrograph operations we'c tin.ated on September 13th. All
ir.strumencs are in good operatino condition ready for next season, although
the K-100 camera shows considerable wear,

Geomagnetism - Operations were normal.

IN

olaciology- Monthly snow accumulation was approximately 2 cm, Burnham
and tlhite helped to auger cores from 27 to 50 meters depth. Density increases,
were mainly due to air expulsion. Average density at 49-50 meters is .66. The
tcmpe:atu:.:c decreases linearly from a. minimum of -50.85°c at 16 meters to
a minimum of -51,38°c at 50 meters. Load at 50 meters of depth is '2.8 kg/sq cm.
Daein.': Year 1850 at 13.4 meter level, plus or minus 7 years. Since then the
annual water accumulation is 5,5 cm. At lower levels the error margin increases
rapidly.

Ionosphere - An antenna halyard was found broken on the 10th. All attempts
to raise a new halyard failed for six days, During the period the horizontal
lcments of the antennas were used. However, a low wind blcwing upon the direc...

tion opposite to its normal direction permitted using a weather balloon to raise
a loop of steel cable with a pulley and light shroud line. The cable loop
passed over the horizontal diameter beam at the top of the mast and the shroud
line was used to pull the heavy line through the blalock. The balloon was then
bought down by a shot from a flare gun. (The ionosphere program owes the
et.c0ro1o3y program one balloon.)

The fcF2 red1ans were higher for September than any previous month this year.
Diurnal variation was more marked than has been noted before. Peaks occurved
at 900 mc ;. 0700z and at 905 mc at.16 OOz. Minimums were 5.6 mc at .1300Z  and
4,C	at 1900Z.
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Met'orolozy - Average monthly temperature -56.1°C, with a high of -37.6°c on
the 25th and a low of -74.3°c on the 18th. Average monthly station pressure
was 19.33 in/Hg with a high of 20.30 in/Hg on the 24th and a low of 19.29 in/Hg
on the 30th. Precipitation and snow were trace. Prevailing wind direction
was from the 15th and 25th degree Eost meridian. Monthly average sky cover was
3.7. Avre 'ky cover September 1 - 23, 5.3, September 24 - 30, 7.3. Per
crt possible sunshine, 46.9; number of clear days, 9; partly cloudy, 9; cloudy,
12. Number days visibility one mile or less, 9; mile or less, 4. Sixty
rawiasende f1ihts averaged 14,878 meters, The highest flight WCS :• 25,365
meters on the 21st. Ten-day mean temperatures using a 2 1- meter ventilated
theumolim: September 1-10, -60.50; 11-20, -57.3; 21-30, -51.4.

All scheduled rawinsonde flights took place using 73 charges of chemicals.
(One charge for non-met purposes. See Ionosphere). Ten and eight tenths
pounds of caustic soda were used'-pr . successful flight. There .;r. 660 1b3 used
during' the month and there are 1480 pounds remaining. Rwinsonde flights
terminated: 54 burst, 5 floating-balloons ,, one instrument failure. The ob-
served minimumS temperature of -101.7°F on the 18th equalled the minimum of
the current winter.

The-rapid transition from winter to summer upper air temperature pattern'
began in early September..- The last 15 days of the rnonh showed warming at
all levels from the top surface inversion to the 50mb, due to insolation. In
the mid-troposphere temperatures icrasd one to two degrees during the month
with minor undulations due to advection. The lower troposphere ramalns dominated
by a 20 degree surface inversion. The tropopause reached 'the highest point,
11.8 1cm, the last of August and averaged 11.5 km during S'ep.dmbar. (The tropo-
pause height is based on the mean temperature.)

Iicro:cteorolog - The sunless period ended with. some interesting weather,
although the twilight was disappointing because of cloud cover during the best
portions. The best low wind profiles of the winter occurred on the 16th and
17th; lowest 0.9 rn/s on the 17th. The second largest surface inversion to 8
meters occurred on the 16th, 25.4°F. The coldest 2 meter thermocouple tempera-
ture of the year occurred on the 18th, -102.8°F; surface, -103.2°F.

The maximum monthly surface inversion to 8 meters: February ,, 14.5°F; March,
17°F; April, 26.50°F; May, 18.4°F; June, 19.5°F;. July, 19.8°F; August, .4°F;
September, 25.4°F.

One hundred and seventy-three wind profiles were run on 30 days during the
month. There was a wide change of speeds from 0.9 m/s on the 17th, second
lowest of the year to 15.7 m/s on the 27th, second highest of the year.

Seismology - Seven days of horizontal records were lost due to galvanometer
malfunction, which has since been corrected. Film record carriage failure to
translate is still unsolved. Two hundred and sixty-six disturbances were recorded
during the month. There were 40 confirmed quakes.
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!D STAT YON

Aurora - Th visual observation program was terminated at the end of the
m'ttn a f_ 4, Z ;:-- 7 a month of the lowest number of observations this season. The
spectrograph and all-sky camera progra m was also terminated at the end cf the
month. The spectrograph patrol, integrator and amplified circuits were non-
cpe.rative during a number of days and required manual operation to obtain
records.

Geomcnetisrn and 'Station Seismology - A total of 79 disturbances were
• reported with excellent recordings. The RF interference problem has been
.allev1oted and it is no longer a problem-picking phases. A geneai evaluation
of the month's results makes it the most lucrative period yet experienced In
198 Magnetic conditions were uncommonly calni for the majority of the month.
Two storms were re'ordcd on the 4th - 5th and the 25th 26th. Tact latter
storm was of major intensity while the former was minor in nature, The rapid
run reco:der failed again Sept-amber 22nd due to drive gear malfunction. The
recorder requires repair immediately. All the past K figures and graphs have
been completed plus an eight mch average of absolutes and scala values.
Rcutine checking of some data rmaLns before ti'e records are shipped via
the tractor train.

- Visual and density studc have been cp1eted on five cores
taken f: "-, the seismic area last 2a110 Dn a'sited with thcnaasurements.
Snow accumulation was 1.7 cm with 0.5 cm wa:er equivalent.

Ionosphere - No recorder difficulty has been experienced. An interesting
analysis of ionosphere monthly medians and magnetic K sums indicates a note-
Worthy correlation when the overhead ionosphere is not subjected to solar con-
tro.1. Particularly good agreement was found in June 1958.

The fo'2 median values, this month were higher--than any other on
rscord hc:e a n 	were 1.6 mc higher than last month and .8 mc higher than
last September. Fl and regular echo returned the last half of September. E.
and F2 spread echo has diminished noticeably. Ionosphere disturbances were
noted the 22nd - 26th and to a lesser extent the 7th - 9th. Antarctic circuits
suffered considerably during the initial period.

Meteorology - -Average monthly temperature was -40.1°c, with a high of -21,1°C
on the 30th and a low of -53.9°c on the 17th. Average station pressure was 23.
423 with a high of 23.985 in/hg on the 1st and a low of 22.595 on the 30th. Total
precipitation was trace. The prevailing wind direction was NNE at an average
speed of 20.0 kts. The fastest wind was 58 mph from the NNE on the 2nd. The
station pressure of 22.595 on the 30th was the lowest everrecorded.

Average per cent sky cover was 64. Number of clear days, 4; partly cloudy,
16; cloudy, 10. Number of days with visibility 4 mile 'or less, 8; number of days
visibility one mile or less, 17. Per cent possible sunshine, 59. The average
height of 49 mobs was 17,733 meters.

Mean accumulation of 120 stakes was 1.5 cm. Preparations are being made
to raise the radorne tower upon arrival of the tractor train.	.

p.adio Noise - There was no breakdown this month. However, 5 feet of snow
on te buildIng roof was found to affect antenna impedance and stub factors.
Seasonal variation for March to Setpember shows a maximum noise level in May
and June. VLF 2S were normal, with low general activity. On Septber. 13th
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1600 - 1300z signal  were short rising whistlers. Q2 were very short, high in-
tensity. NSS signal strength was very good but no whistler mode echoes have
beer, heard as yet.

Traverse Seismology - The seismic work in the deep drill hole was completed
with the 'lowerin g of the Soriz seismograph for more data on waves with velicty
1.4 times the shear wave veloc±ty. The transfer of scientific and engine
equipment f rem the old seismic and glaciologica]. Sno-Cats has been nearly corn-
pitd. The kitchen waigan walls have been insulated and spare parts and
supply boxes have been packed.

ELLSWORTTI STATION

Aurora Auroras were seen 9 nights. There was an overcast over 60 per
cent of the observing periods. The .all-sky camera program ended September 22nd
with 4700 feet of film exposed, The spectrograph and visual programs ended
September 26th with 189 days of spectrograph observations and 209 days of
visual observations. All the aurora equipment, except for the frequency stan-
dard, operated well at the end of the program.

ComicR	- Operations were normal except that one meson HV transormar
1Lorted

Gecngnetisrn - The magnetograph ceased operating at the beginning of the
month because of the bent shaft of the worm gear which should be replaced.

Glacioloy - Monthly snow stakes accumulation was 5.7 cm.

Ionosphere - Operations are normal,

Meteorology Average monthly temperature was - p 27.6°C, with a high of -7.8°C
on the 25th and a low of -50.0°c on the 15th.. Average station pressure was 28.
725 in/Hg with a high sea level pressure of 29.47 in/Hg on the 13th and a low
of 27.93 in/Hg on the 25th. Precipitation was 0.13 inches, snowfall 1,3 inches.
The prevailing wind direction was SSE with an average speed of 14.2 kts. The
fastest wind was 65 mph from the NE on the 24th. Pe'r cent possible sunshine,
22. Average sky cover 7.2; days clear, 4; partly cloudy, 8; cloudy, 18. Days
precipitation 0.01 inches or more, 4; 0.10 inches or more, none. Days with
visibility one mile or less,.15; visibility mile or less, 10. The average
height of 41 raobs was 17,182 meters.

The meteorology shelter is completely covered with snow and the overhead
doors are being used exclusively. The snow field instruments were drifted
over for the third month in a row by the storm of the 21st - 25th.

Traverse - The traverse party is ready to go on the completion of the
seismology program on the Shelf.

I
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HLTT STATION

Aurc - Aurora were seen on 20 nights. Observing conditions were poor
as clouds were present all nights except one during the month. Activity
seems to be decreasing. The automatic equipment is working well.

gagfletirn - There was generally minor activity during the month. A
sudden cctencctnant occurred on the 25th at 0407z followed by a large bay.
Cne set c absolute.observations was made on September 12th.

oflosrhcre - The F region spread has decreased sharply. There has also
been a noticeable decrease in the amount of soràdic, especially A. Ths main
tYL) C Is noz C. The Fl division returned on September 4th and has beer. recorded
intermittently since then. A semi-persistant attenuation of F region echoes
in the rcgior. 1,9 to 2.5 mcs has been observed for many morts. '±s proved
fa.rly corc1usiveIy to be an lonosplieric effect. The possibLlity of Z conver-
sion in this region is: being i'westigated.

A period of high ab3orptr began on sptemh'r . 15th and 16th, and another
on the 22nd starting at 1700z ending about the 26th at 1200z. The latter in-
Ciuded several short periods of blackout,

ecrolog - Average monthly teperr.tue was . -26.1 CC, with a high of -7.2°C
on the .19th and a low of -37.8°C on the oth. The average station pressure was
23.923 in/Hg . The highest sea level pressure was 29.57 in/Hg on the 17th;
lowest 28.04 in/Hg on the 30th. Total precipitation 0.10 inches. Total snow-
fall 1,0 inches.

The prevailing wind direction was SW with an averae wind speed of 7.4 kts.
Fastest wind was 74 mph from the S on the 22nd. Per cent possible sunshine, 49;
average sky cover s 4.5; number of days clear, 7; partly cloudy, 15; cloudy, 8.
Number of days precipitation 0.0.1 inches or more, 1; 0.10 inches or wore ., 1.
Number of days visibility mile or less, 1; one mile or less, 5.

The relative absence of low strong westerlies resulted in high raob flights.
Fifty-eight soundings averaged 16 1 997 meters with only 19 flights terminated due
to the eastern horizon. High surface winds negated 2 launchings. The switchover
to day flight balloons for 0000z.soundings from the 22nd onward produced no dis-
cernible advantage. Despite efforts of the electrical technician, the proxi-
mity of the base radio station causes occasional. interference with the radiation
recorders. A maximum of 19°F occurred as subsidence inversion reached the ground.

Sea level pressure 949.6 mb on the 30th was the lowest recorded in the sta-
tion history. The plastic radiometer record evaluation scale 13 rapidly wearing
out. The upper rim of the overflow can of the precipitation gauge is badly
bent and will need a replacement of the entire can.

Seismo1oy - A.total of 56 earthquakes were.recorded, out of which 45 have
reported. The equipment is generally performing well, apart from occasional

troubles with the master clock. Practically all spurious movements have been
occounted for and eradicated.

Whist lers - A loop antenna of 40 foothoight and 70 foot base was erected 500
fret from	at-ion. A battery operated preamplifier, double cascade, with a

• • ga.n of fo:y thousand, was installed at the loop end followed by a tape-recorder
ltlier 1t:1 i 04 Aci6nce building. Semi-continuous listening watc.i

• -	•'••	-	- mterics have been
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Aurora - Aurora were seen on 14 out of 17 clear days. Four hundred feet
of film were taken by the all-sky camera until the 28th when it became too
iiht; eve at midnight, for further operations. Seventy-five feet of patrol

ecrograh film were used to September 29th, when the twilight and moon-
lig1: coz-iruum became too bright for further operations and the aurora pro-
gram was ended. The equipment is now being packed for shipment to Scott Base.

net	- Reight adjustments have been made to the orientation bench
for the propo;ed checking of the Z variometer magnet orientation as soon as
magnetic conditions permit. The magnetic meridian is to be resurveyed into
the variometer building if results of the D and H orientation tests, using
existing orientation bench alignr.nt, warrants such a check. All other opera-
tions remain normal,

- The September average accumulation of 82 stakes was 6 cm.
Studies have been completed on 7 snow pits with the known accumulation of two
winters and one suer, The resurvey of the stake network is 75 per cent com-
pleted.

lonG:. here - There was 100 per cent data coverage during the month. Re-
cords show a steady return to summertime conditions with normal absorption
during the day and the return of echo layer traces. The Fl layer separation
is not yet pronounced,

Meteorology - Average monthly temperature was -35.3°c, with a high of -12.8°C
on the 20th, and a low of -58.3°c on the 10th. Average station pressure was
23.562 in/Hg, with a high at sea level of 29.41 in/Hg on the 15th and a low of
27.94 in/Hg on the 20th. Precipitation was 0.19 inches, snowfall 2.1 inches.
Average net change of 3 snow stakes, plus one inch. Prevailing wind direction
SSE at an average speed of 13.8. Fastest was 43 mph on the 2nd from the SE.
Average sky cover 6.9; per cent possible sunshine,22; clear days, 4; partly
cloudy, 14; cloudy, 12. Days with percipitation 0.01 inch or more 1 10; 0.10
inch or more, none. Days with visibility mile or less, 20; one mile or less,
26. Ten-day temperature means; 1 - 10, -34.4°F; 11 - 22, -33.4°F; 21 - 30,
-27.4°F.

This month 53 successful radiosonde flights were made reaching an average
height of 19,720 meters. The highest run was at 0000z on the 3rd which reached
26,083 meters. The minimum temperature of -73°F on the 10th was the lowest
recorded at the station this year. A total of 200 pounds of meteorological
equipment was shipped to Byrd Station on the tractor train. Receipt of 1000
pounds of caustic soda. from McMurdo has alleviated the shortage of chemicals
for manufacturing hydrogen. The station supply of 1000 gram bad weather balloons
was exhausted this month, making successful radiosonde releases during periods
of high winds difficult.

The monthly mean of surface ozone was 38.7 gamma, highest daily value
GCT t-o date was 53.5 gamma on the 2nd. The lowest was 22.2 gamma on the 22nd.

	The highest hourly avarage value, 165th meridian time, was 40.7 gamma/hr ending	0
0300. The lowest was 36.7 gamma/hr ending at 1800.

Optical phenomena: 22 degree halos, 9 days; vertical pillar, 3 days;
parscac.nae cr,: day; corona, 5 days; fog bow, one day.
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Seismology - Ice thickness measurement were started but were unsuccessful
du to sufce noise being different in character than in March and April.
ef:aetic'. shots ware made for comparison near surface velocities with those

obtained in February.

Traverse Dai Analysis - Shelf temperature gradients were completed be-
low 10 meters. the effect of accumulation and the time the ice has been
flc:trg is similar. Estimates of "a ccumulation are required before the
history o2 the ice can be determined from temperature data.

jat1crCentral - Research activity continues. Projects are: Sroson
wves, interior weather processes, monthly mean maps, troposphere investiga-
tions, and southern oceans weather. Forecasts for flight operations for the
vx-G wcrc made on request, requiring about six hours addlticnal
pr day, which was added to the normal work load; Due to the inc:eased work,
no formal research seminars were heie. The rn.crofi1m work was completed for
all the weather central data through Auguct 31.

The communications survey	"co follows: First figuc, station per cent
surface data received; second figure, per cont upper air data received.
1n0n Collective; Norwegian Station 92 1'5, King Baudouin 92 62,Taylor 95,
Davis 95	, Mawson 97 97. Miray Colic cIv; Covictska:, ra 86 40, Nirny 86
97, Pi r eskaya 86, Icomsomoickava 33,Lu.ga: ci 86 8:3, Vostok 86 83. Port
Staricy Collective; All 60 17, exccpt Ha1iy Bay 57 5C, Decepciori 23 67,
South America 43 10. Gonzales Vidales all 40. MMurdo Collective; Amundsen-Scott
99 100, Ellsworth 99 100, Byrd 100 100, Wilkes 96 93, McMurdo 99 100, Hallett
98 100, Charcot 96, Durville 97 100.

We 	Observations are being received from the Byrd tractor train, the
Soviet resupply train, and the Australian survey traverse. Beardmore Station
eather reports have been received since the reestablishment of the site on

September 8th. Reports from Australia 90-90; New Zealand 90 90, except
Campbell 78 63; Macquarie 83 43, Amsterdam 92 30; ierguelen 92; Marion 70 67;
South Africa 43 60. Thenew schedule with Port Stanley and Kerguelen is aiding
in increasing the data from South America and South Africa.

General - The Byrd tractor train left Little America for Byrd Station on
September 25th. Mr. Martin, Chief Scientist at the New Zealand Scott Base,
visited Little America the last week in September.

WILKES STATION	.

Aurora - Of. 14 clear nights, aurora were sighted on 9, all of which were
very faint.

Cosmic Rays - The coincidence chassis and two-hour scaler gave considerable
trouble during the middle of the month. Approximately one week of data was lost.

Father Birkenhauer, with Mr. Robertson, has developed a statistical test
for sample; of ice cores. With Benson and Borrello, he has shown a mathe-
matical correlation between signals of auroral and magnetic activity. Satellite
treccin received \Jp' bursts similar to meteor trails during a 5 minute period
cOrmncing 1920 on September 18th. An unidentified broadcast station was
receved S-tambcr 13th and 14th on 108 mes at 1500 and 1545z. The most severe
S' curr	ctweca September 22nd at 2100Z and $eptember 25th at 1000Z.
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Gcmnetini - Operations were normal.

i iario1-y - superimposed ice samples were collected for tritium analysis.

A claciological traverse party left Wilkes on the 17th in 2 Weasels, a
Sro-Cat Cowirg 5 sleds, and a Wannign. The party is composed of John Hollin,
Cap	Cronk, Richard Robertson, and Audun Ommunsen. The party will go southto 69 0 30, 111°45 E. They expect to be gone at least 6 weeks.	n Octeber
1st they were 20 miles west of 67°18's, 11144E en route to Mt. Lang. The
vehicles are holding up well with frequent mechanical attention.

Ionosphere - Operations were normal.

eeoro1ogy - Average monthly temperature was -20.4 0c, Mg1st tmperaturc
-7.8 on the 23rd and lowest -33.9 on the 15th. Average station pressure 23.941,
highest sea level pressure 29.881 in/Hg on the 22nd, lowest sea level pressure
28.25 on the 8th. Total precipitation .35, snowfall 3.5 i.chec. Average wind
speed 7.4, prevailing wind direction NT, with fastest wind 60 mph en the 8th
froa the E. Per cent possible sunshine, 26. Average sky covers 6.8; number
days clear, 6; number days partly cloudy, 6; cloudy, 18. Number days precipita-
tion .01 inches or more, 4; precipitation .10 inches ore more, 2. Number days
visibility , mile or iess, 2; one mile or less, 3. Average of 53 rawinsonde
flights 13,69? meters.

nozphy - The ice IS still in approximately the same position as
during the entire winter. The old ice line runs between O'Brien and S. Chappel
Islets with new ice repeatedly forming and disappearing beyond. The ice was
still 50 inches thick on October 1st,

Seism012y - Thirty-one earthquakes were recorded and 3 microseismic storms
were recorded on the 1 - 4, 12 - 14, and 26 - 27. There was a fourth storm
which began September 30th.

General - Father Birkenhauer's algebra class is now starting a course in
trigonometry. Radio communications continue good with Site 2. The sk.ing
continues on hard slippery snow and Denison and Borrello began a series of bi-
weekly talks on descriptive and practical astronomy.

F IC1URD

Ueteoro1oy - Average monthly temperature -26.6°c, with a high of -15.0 on
the 5th and 24th and a low of -40.6°c on the 2nd. Average station pressure
28.841 in/Hg,-with a high sea level pressure of 29.56 in/Hg on the 1st. Lowest
sea level pressure 28.20 inches on the 30th. Total snowfall, was not recorded.
Prevailing winds were from the E at an average speed of 11 kts, and peak gusts
Of 80 kts. Average sky cover 6.45. Number days clear, 2; partly cloudy, 14;
cloudy, 14. Number days precipitation one inch or more, 5; precipitation 0.10
inch or more. 1. Number days visibility one mile or less, 12. Number of
radiosonde flights completed, 53 with an average height of 17,224 meters.

I
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2. International

The follewing information has been received by CSAGI frcm the Acting
Seareary of SCJR concerning future activities of nations participating in
Antarctic research.

Arcentina - Argentina will assume custory of the Ellsworth Sta-
tion a nad a main scientific program will be executed there. (The U. S. will
have tiO et.orologists winter-over at; Ellzworth this season. The scientific
proram will be conducted on a cooperative basis.) Limited studies will con-
tinue at General Beigrano. Other Argentine Antarctic stations, will continue
to operate as before.

Australia - Operations will continue at Macquarie Island, Mawson and
Davis. In addition, Austraija.wjll assume custory of the Wilkes Station. [TTO U. S. iteorologIsts and one biologist will winter-over at the
station. The scientific program will be conducted on a cooperative basis.] .:
Ice sheet traverses will continue. from Mawson for one further sunlrr2r, then
this activity will be transferred to Wilkes.

Belzium - The. Base Roi Baudouin will continue to operate during 1959. -

Chile - The 1958 bases will continui in operation, and Risopatron, which
was destriyeA by fire in March 1958 will be cbu1'1t. NoTT invetiations in
geomagnetism, cosmic rays, geology, chcmist:y, biochemistry and bioclimatology
are planned.

nec - The inland station, Charcot, will be closed at the end of the
1CY but D'Urville will continue to operate on the same lines as previously
with some small reductions in the program.

Japan - Owing to very difficult ice conditions, it was not possible to
resuppl y Sycwa Base in the 1957-58 summer, so the personnel were evacuated
by air *Co the supply ship. It is planned to reoccupy Syowa Base in February
1959 with a wintering party of 12 to 15 men. They will recommence sudies on.
aurora, airgiow, cosmic rays, geomagnetism, ionospheric physics, meteorology,
glaciology, and saismology.

New Zealand - Operations will continue at Scott Base and jointly with
the U. S. at,, Hallet Station on a modified basis. During the 1958-59 summer
biological, geological, surveyingand oceanographis surveys will also be
carried out. [One U. S. glaciologist, one seismologist, their assistant,
and an auroral observer will winter-over at Scott and participate in the sci-
cntl,fic program.)

Norway - .The present scientific program will continue at the Norwegian
Station during 1959.

South Africa - Tentative plans are to continue work on Tristan da Cunha
and Narions I1ands and on Cough Island, subject to UK agreement.

United ingdom - At Halley Bay research will be continued in the most
.7orLnt cntiic disciplines. Extensive topographical and geological sur-

veys w11 continua .n the Graham Land region and eight existing Antarctic
bases will centinue their programs.	.
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USSR- Work will continue at existing bases, except Pioneerskaya, which
will be closed In January 1959, and there will be some reduction of work at
Lurger Oasis. It is hoped to move Sovietskaya to the Pole of Inaccessibility
in Octobor-November 1958. Ice sheet traverses will continue, including a
proposed traverse from Vostok to the South Pole and back to Sovietskaya. It
iS intended to establish small bases, one south of the Bellingshauscn Sea and
one in Queen Maud Land. These will study glaciology and surface meteorology
and will assist in traverses which are planned to cross the Antarctic in the
future. Oceanographic work will continue in the Bellingshausen Sea and in
the region of the Antarctic Convergence to the north, and along the coast of
Queen Maud Land.

The following report has been received from Mr. Rubin, U. S. meteorologist
at the USSR Station, Mirny.

Five Penguin-tracked vehicles and four medium tractors hauling cargo sleds,
living quarters, and boring rig departed from Mirny for Pioneerskaya on
September 27th. Four Penguins and the drill rig will continue to Spvietskaya
to carry out meteorological; glaciological, chemical and seismic observations.

Meteorological soundings and cloud physics flights continue. Air photos
have been completed along six hundred miles of coastline from the eastern por-
tion of the West Ice Shelf to the western portion of the Shsckle.ton ICe Shelf.
A survey flight of September 28th direct to Davis and Landing at Nawson, con-
tinued southeastward along the eastern slopes of mountains thence over the
Plateau behind Ingrid Christensen and Leopold and Astrid Coasts to Mt. Brown
and Gaussberg. From an altitude of 3400 meters no mountains N-iere seen in the
vicinity of 70°s and 80°E, but a valley was noted south of Prydz Bay. Many
icebergs, previously seen at Prydz Bay, were oriented northeast of southwest.

The monthly . oceanographic observations continue and special observations were
completed in the vicinity of the West Ice Shelf during September.

A biologist has found and is rearing an albino Emperor Penguin chick.

Interesting ionospheric reflections from 35 to 45 km height were noted
several times during the winter and also said to be reported by the First
Expedition.

The leader of the new expedition will be Alexander Grigoriievicb Dralkin,
Hydrologist and former leader of an Arctic Drifting Station.
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